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THE FATE OF THE GOTH EMPIRE RELIES ON ONE GIRLWhen Nora discovers she hails from a

secret Viking assassin clan she has no choice but to serve the Goth Empire from the oppression of

the Sovereign Republic. As the EmpireÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s deadliest assassin, NoraÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mission is to

uncover the ancient Viking weapons before her enemy in blood and in dynasty, Frederick Dahl. But

her mission puts her love for Frederick at risk and sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s in danger from the Republic who

wants to rule the nine Viking worlds and eliminate the Empire for good. Soon Nora finds herself torn

between duty, honor and love Ã¢â‚¬â€œ and must decide if sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s willing to risk her heart

or the fate of the EmpireÃ¢â‚¬Â¦
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So much things are happening to her in a blink of her eyes. From loving her enemy and being loved

but another she cares as a friend. She's in a world or a mess trying to find her dad and she goes

threw so much battles to get there but she didn't expect him to have another family while still

married to her mom even though she didn't call her mom can't wait to see what next



This book has held my attention. With it continuing right after City of Skies, you are taken on

adventure after adventure as Nora discovers who she really is and hashes out her feelings for

Frederick. I read the first half of the book very quickly and only stopped because I had to sleep!

Great book!

The fast ride from book 1 continues in this book 2 and with even more twists and turns. It ended all

too quickly and can't wait for more books in the series!

Wow. Just.... Wow.I thought that the first book was awesome. And then I read this continuation and

I am floored by how intriguing it is!In this novel, Farah focuses on the politics of the Elite Raiders

and the two Viking clans-the Goths and the Verans. These two clans seem destined to always be

enemies, and yet Nora (a Goth) has fallen for a Veran. But ultimately this is not a Romeo and Juliet

story. Oh no, it is about Nora finding her place in this world as a Goth, an Elite Raider, and as a

descendant of Viking Assassins.There were many layers to these politics, and Nora tries to peel

back all the layers. Especially when most of those politics seem to center around her. I am very

happy that the love story subplot did not invade and take over the story. Instead, it wound itself

through like a snake and it takes hold when needed.Readers also finally get to experience a wide

variety of the mystical creatures that Raiders deal with in their pursuit of Viking artifacts. I loved that

Farah brought so much mythology to this novel and that she explained the creatures in a way that

someone unfamiliar with Norse mythology would be able to comprehend.And now with that ending, I

really need more!

City of Vikings is a beautifully written sequel to City of Skies. I enjoyed how well this second book

dove into the action and detail to NoraÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s new life as a Viking Assassin. Full of

twists and turns, this story will surely have you eagerly awaiting more. This book has a dystopian

feel set in a fantasy world. I would recommend this to teens and adults alike.Nora has a lot of

secrets and revelations she must take in. She has a hard time trying to figure out who she is among

all the things people are telling her she must be. I really came to care for Nora is this book. It seems

as though no one cares for who she is inside. She has no real friends, beside Helena, and it starts

to make her question everything she does. The romance is a big part of the story. Nora and

Frederick are back and forth between believing and trusting in one another. Their romance is one of

my favorite parts of the story. I wish they could set aside their differences and believe they can



make a new future with each other.Overall, I quite enjoyed this story. I will be happily awaiting book

three!I would like to thank the author for granting me an ARC copy of this book in exchange for an

honest review.Final Rating: 5 Stars

I really liked the brief first section of the book; which covers a brief reminder of the first book in the

series, CITY OF SKIES. I have a slightly irritating memory problem and therefore this brief review on

the first book is a total Godsend.Ok, onto the book itself.Expect to be impressed! This book flows

seamlessley straight on from book 1. We learn the reason why the main character, Nora Hunt, has a

back with an amazing and strange tattoo on it (a tattoo which communicates with Nora - yes, that is

what I said! It really messes with her head). We learn why her life has been turned upside down,

with a change of address and a serious change in status. We learn about her sudden need for

super secrets; super dangerous secrets. And we find out why her skills set has dramatically

increased. All this and more is in store for us lucky readers. Gosh I sound like a TV advert!

:)Seriously tho, this book's plot gathers pace from the first page, scooping you up, and not letting

you go till your eyes are popping out!

I read this book as an ARC. I was excited about it and wasnt disappointed with it at all. I enjoyed

reading from beginning to end.The story starts where the City of Skies ends.. and it's quite

interesting as we learn with Nora what it is to be a viking assassin.It's extra amazing when the

Queen awakens Noras heart.It was well written, and just as good as city of skies. There was quite a

bit of action and more romance .I liked how the story came together, there was a good surprise in

the ending.If you enjoy a lot of action, some magic , romance and Norse mythology then the Viking

Assassin series is for you..

This book is absolutely amazing!! As soon as I got this ARC copy from the author, I emediately

started devouring it! I had been highly anticipating it. I quickly put aside any other book(s) I had

been reading. When I got to the end I couldn't believe what happened! I did not want it to end! Now I

will be on pins and needles until I can read the next one! Farah Cook's writing is very descriptive. I

can easily imagine the characters and scenery. I can put myself in the shoes of the protagonist and

feel what she was feeling as described. Ms Cook's imagination seems limitless. I'm completely

blown away!
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